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Ensemble-based methods are among the most widely used techniques for data stream classification. Their popularity is attributable to their good performance in comparison to strong single learners while being relatively easy to deploy in real world applications. Ensemble algorithms are especially useful for data stream learning as they can be integrated with drift detection algorithms and incorporate dynamic updates, such as selective removal or addition of classifiers. This work proposes a taxonomy for data stream ensemble learning as derived from reviewing over sixty algorithms. Important aspects such as combination, diversity and dynamic updates, are thoroughly discussed. Additional contributions include a listing of popular open source tools and a discussion about current data stream research challenges and how they relate to ensemble learning (big data streams, concept evolution, feature drifts, temporal dependencies, and others).
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1. INTRODUCTION

The amount of data generated by smart phones, social networks and all kinds of sensors has grown tremendously. All these data are only useful if efficiently processed so that individuals can make timely decisions based on them. Recently, a lot of progress has been made towards obtaining useful models out of massive amounts of rapidly generated data under the research area of data stream mining.

Data streams pose several challenges for learning algorithms, including, but not limited to: concept drifts [Tsymbal 2004], temporal dependencies [Žliobaitė et al. 2015], massive amount of instances, limited labeled instances, novel classes, feature drifts [Barddal et al. 2016], and restricted resources (time and memory) requirements. On top of that, problems found in a batch learning setting are also present in a data stream context, e.g., absent values, overfitting, noise, irrelevant features, class imbalance, and others.

In recent years, ensembles of learners have been widely studied and deployed in real world problems. Dietterich [Dietterich 2000] provided three reasons that justify using ensembles instead of single learners, i.e., statistical, computational and representational. Another explanation for this preference is the difficulty of obtaining a strong learner, while a set of weak learners is relatively easy to develop and can effectively be
boosted into a strong learner [Freund and Schapire 1997], as long as they are trained and combined strategically. Ensemble learners are popular in the data stream setting because, besides leveraging weak learners, they can be used to handle general machine learning problems as well as data stream specific challenges. For instance, ensemble learners have been applied to address drifting concepts [Kolter et al. 2003; Bifet et al. 2009; Bifet et al. 2010a; Gomes and Enembreck 2014; Dongre and Malik 2013; Deckert 2011; Elwell and Polikar 2011], noisy data [Zhu et al. 2004; Zhang et al. 2011b], recurrent concepts [Nishida et al. 2005; Ramamurthy and Bhatnagar 2007; Katakis et al. 2010; Jaber et al. 2013a; Gonçalves Jr and de Barros 2013], novel class detection [Masud et al. 2010; Parker et al. 2012; Parker and Khan 2013; 2015], and feature drift [Nguyen et al. 2012].

There are a number of surveys and books focusing on data stream learning, ranging from works that cover machine learning in general [Aggarwal 2007; Gama and Gaber 2007; Gama 2010; Hoens et al. 2012; Ditzler et al. 2015] to those which are specific to supervised learning [Lemaire et al. 2015], clustering [Silva et al. 2013], or concept drift [Tsymbal 2004; Hoens et al. 2012; Žliobaitė 2010; Gama et al. 2014; Webb et al. 2016]. Many of these works refer to ensemble methods as an option for data stream learning, especially those that exhibit concept drifts. However, these works focus is either a more general problem (e.g., learning from data streams) or a specific machine learning task (e.g., unsupervised learning). Works addressing ensembles for batch learning environments are also abundant [Kuncheva 2004b; Brown et al. 2005; Polikar 2006; Sewell 2008; Rokach 2009; 2010; Zhou 2012; Woźniak et al. 2014], however conclusions in these works are made assuming that learning is performed on static datasets. Finally, surveys on ensemble classifiers do exist for data stream learning [Fern and Givan 2003; Kuncheva 2004a; 2008], but recent findings and developments on the field justify an updated review.

The particularities of the stream setting change how ensemble methods are used and explored. For example, ensemble classifiers are considered the most popular evolving technique for handling concept drift [Žliobaitė 2010], such that very often drift adaptation is achieved by assigning different weights to each of the ensemble members [Street and Kim 2001; Polikar et al. 2001; Wang et al. 2003; Kolter et al. 2003; Kolter and Maloof 2005; Brzeziński and Stefanowski 2011; Zhang et al. 2011b; Deckert 2011]. This ‘simple’ weighting may combine a multitude of stream processing and ensemble techniques, such as a temporally aware weighting function; a voting method that highlights classifiers adapted to the current concept; a training method that maintains diversity; periodic updates that selective reset/remove or add new classifiers; and many others.

In this work, our goal is to clarify the characteristics involving the application of ensemble learners on a data stream context. To achieve this goal we propose a taxonomy that organizes general techniques; present a classification of over sixty ensemble algorithms according to our taxonomy; and discuss current and future trends for ensemble learning on a stream setting, including big data stream processing. There are many intersections between ensemble learning on static datasets with that of dynamic data streams. Our proposed taxonomy outlines these resemblances and highlights characteristics from ensemble learning that are unique (and very useful) to the data stream learning setting. Our focus is on data stream classification, however some of the concepts presented may be extended for regression and perhaps other machine learning tasks where ensemble learning is relevant.

The remainder of this work is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly define the challenges, characteristics and assumptions related to data stream classification. In Section 3 we present our taxonomy and discuss each of its dimensions. Section 4
presents a high level discussion about the current state of research on ensemble classifiers for data streams and directions for future research. Finally, Section 5 concludes this survey.

2. DATA STREAM CLASSIFICATION

Data stream classification is a variation of the traditional supervised machine learning task of classification. Both tasks are concerned with the problem of predicting a nominal value of an unlabeled instance represented by a vector of characteristics. The main difference between these tasks is that in streaming scenarios instances are not readily available to the classifier as being part of a large static dataset, instead, instances are provided sequentially and rapidly over time as a continuous data stream. Therefore, a data stream classifier must be ready to deal with a great number of instances, such that each instance can only be inspected once or stored for only a short period of time.

In this work, we assume that instances from a data stream $S$ appear as a sequence, in intervals of $u$ time units, of unlabeled instances $x^t$, where $x^t$ represents a vector of attribute values that arrived at time $t$. Besides our discussion on partially labeled classification in Section 4, hereinafter it is assumed that the true class label $y^t$ of a given instance $x^t$ is available before the arrival of instance $x^{t+1}$, thus the classifier can use it for training immediately after it has been used for testing. These assumptions are commonly used when dealing with data stream classification [Oza 2005; Bifet et al. 2010a; Bifet et al. 2009; Gomes and Enembreck 2013; 2014; Barddal et al. 2014; Brzezinski and Stefanowski 2014] and on data stream analysis frameworks, for example, on the Massive Online Analysis (MOA) framework [Bifet et al. 2010b].

In a traditional batch setting learning is performed over a finite dataset where data distribution is unknown, yet stationary. Thus, despite the complexity of learning the model, after training is completed there is no need to update the model. A more general setting assumes that the data distribution changes over time, a phenomenon commonly identified as concept drift [Tsymbal 2004]. Concept drifts may be caused by variations that are outside the scope of the data presented to the learning algorithm, i.e., changes take place in a ‘hidden’ context that encompasses the learning task. Data streams that exhibit concept drifts are referred to as evolving or non-stationary data streams. Most existing data stream classifiers employ some technique to detect and adapt to concept drifts either implicitly or explicitly. An important characteristic of concept drift relates to the rate at which it happens. The rate of a drift can be abrupt, incremental, gradual or recurring. Noise or outliers ought not be confused with drift, such that the difference between these and drifts is persistence. Abrupt drifts are easily recognizable because the prediction error and the data distribution vary greatly in a short period of time. Gradual drifts are characterized by a transitioning window where instances from the previous concept are less frequent, while instances from the new concept become predominant. Incremental drifts represent concepts that slowly evolve over time, similarly to an extreme case of gradual drift where the window of change corresponds to the whole stream. Recurring drifts happens whenever concepts keep recurring either periodically or erratically. For further details regarding concept drifts and adaptation we refer readers to [Gama et al. 2014; Webb et al. 2016].

Data streams may exhibit temporal dependencies between class labels. Temporal dependence is also encountered in time series analysis, where previous signal values present the main (sometimes, the only) source of predictive information. In data stream learning, the predictive information is represented by an input feature set and temporal dependencies can help to determine how these features relate with each other over time. In the context of learning from data streams, temporal dependencies was recently studied first in [Bifet et al. 2013] and later in [Žliobaitė et al. 2015], where it
was advised to consider temporal dependencies while designing and evaluating data stream classifiers. Formally, a temporal dependence occurs whenever the current instance label $y^t$ is influenced by previous instances labels $(y^{t-1}, y^{t-2}, \ldots)$. To date only one method, along with an evaluation metric, that takes into account temporal dependencies for data streams has been proposed, both in [Zliobaite et al. 2015].

3. A TAXONOMY OF ENSEMBLE LEARNING FOR DATA STREAM CLASSIFICATION

An ensemble can be described as a composition of multiple weak learners to form one with (expected) higher predictive performance (strong learner), such that a weak learner is loosely defined as a learner that performs slightly better than random guessing [Freund and Schapire 1997]. One of the main goals that researchers pursue while designing an ensemble is to permit that each of the ensemble members be as unique as possible, particularly with respect to misclassifications [Polikar 2006]. If an ensemble is composed of classifiers that misclassify different instances, complementing each other, then its members are said to be ‘diverse’, and the combination of their predictions might achieve performance above any of them individually. Combination is a term often referred in the ensemble literature as a synonym for voting. Furthering this concept, we employ the term differently, such that combination may refer to either the ensemble architecture or the voting method employed. Concretely, the ensemble architecture refers to how classifiers are organized within the ensemble, while the voting method specifies how their predictions are used to form the overall ensemble prediction.

It is not possible to guarantee that enhancing ensemble diversity will boost its classification performance in practice [Kuncheva 2003; Kuncheva and Whitaker 2003]. Efforts to provide consistent theoretical evidences on how diversity and combination methods relate to the overall ensemble accuracy were neither conclusive nor general [Kuncheva et al. 2003; Kuncheva and Rodriguez 2014]. Even though the research community still lacks a general proof on this subject, it has not prevented the field of ensemble learning from becoming one of the most active research topics in machine learning. As a consequence, many taxonomies and classifications [Brown et al. 2005; Kuncheva 2004b; Rokach 2009] have been proposed to organize research around ensemble learning in a batch learning context. These works tend to revolve around combination and diversity, along with other dimensions, such as: classifier dependency and ensemble size.

We propose a taxonomy that is focused on ensemble learning for data streams. Besides arranging ensemble related techniques based on diversity, base learner and combination, we discuss characteristics that influence the ensemble composition that are unique to data stream learning, which we refer to as ‘update dynamics’. This part of the taxonomy represents important methods for stream learning, for example, strategies to cope with drifts; how learning is performed; and when to remove or add classifiers. An overview of the proposed taxonomy is depicted in Figure 1. Algorithms may instantiate techniques from several nodes of our taxonomy, thus one shall not expect to classify algorithms as a leaf node in the taxonomy. The taxonomy organizes general aspects related to algorithms in a data stream learning setting. Some of these aspects, when directly mapped as characteristics of an actual algorithm are better represented as values rather than dimensions, for example, Cardinality corresponds to a dimension, while fixed and dynamic are values. To classify existing algorithms according to our taxonomy we present Table I with a summarized view of over sixty ensemble algorithms, including classic algorithms (e.g., OzaBag, DWM, SEA) as well as less widely known or novel methods (e.g., $M^3$, BLAST, HSMiner, SAE2).
Fig. 1. A taxonomy of data stream ensemble classifiers.
The following sections present each dimension of the taxonomy. Generally, it is difficult to clearly separate different methods into a taxonomy, since some areas are blurred and grouped together by different algorithms. To facilitate the understanding of existing methods and their representatives (i.e., algorithms), in each section we comment their usage in different algorithms.

3.1. Combination

Combining ensemble members' predictions can either enhance the overall performance or jeopardize it. Through an appropriate combination method it is expected to correctly predict the class label of difficult to classify instances. However, a lot of effort has been dedicated to the generation of diverse sets of classifiers, and not so much on methods to combine classifiers outputs [Tulyakov et al. 2008]. For example, the original bagging algorithm [Breiman 1996] emphasizes the construction of a diverse ensemble, while its combination method is a simple majority vote. There are many approaches to handle voting for ensemble classifiers, varying from simple methods (e.g. majority vote) to more complex approaches (e.g. Behavior-Knowledge Space [Huang and Suen 1993]).

In this work we differentiate between the voting method and how ensemble members are arranged (architecture). Very often ensemble members' arrangement and voting method are intrinsically related, thus while explaining the inner workings of a specific algorithm it is sometimes much clearer to not separate them into different blocks. However, while analysing multiple ensemble methods it is reasonable to differentiate between voting and ensemble architecture, since it facilitates the understanding of algorithms in which the ensemble members' arrangement is not trivial. For example, SAE [Gomes and Enembreck 2013], SAE2 [Gomes and Enembreck 2014] and SFNC [Barddal et al. 2014] arrange the ensemble members in a network (graph) structure, while the ensemble of Restricted Hoeffding trees [Bifet et al. 2012] uses a meta-level combiner trained on the outputs of a set of decision trees trained on the input data. Also, there are situations in which the architecture can be used for more than voting, for example, it can be used to control the ensemble training [Chan and Stolfo 1995] or to enable operators, e.g., a redundant classifier removal method [Gomes and Enembreck 2013; 2014]. In the following sections we discuss different architectures and voting methods for ensemble learning in a data stream context.

3.1.1. Architecture. The ensemble architecture defines how classifiers interact with one another. In [Jain et al. 2000], authors organize ensemble methods, for batch learning, into three different architectures: parallel, cascading and hierarchical. In the parallel architecture each classifier output is aggregated by a combiner, such that the combiner can be a simple linear function (e.g. weighted vote) or another classifier (e.g. stacking [Wolpert 1992]). Cascading includes architectures in which the output of one classifier is the input of another for multiple levels [Alpaydin and Kaynak 1998; Gama and Brazdil 2000]. Finally, an ensemble in which members are arranged in a tree-like structure is classified as hierarchical. Our taxonomy for ensemble architecture differs from that presented in [Jain et al. 2000], as we split parallel into two different architectures: combine cascading and hierarchical into one and include a new architecture. Concretely, we classify a given ensemble structure as either: flat (parallel with simple combiner), meta-learner (parallel with meta-learners), hierarchical (cascading or tree-like structure) or network (graph structure). Figure 2 presents a schematic view of these four different structural arrangements of ensembles.

Flat. The flat structure assumes that base models are trained on the input data and the decision fusion is delegated to a simple combination function (voting scheme) such as majority voting. In comparison to other arrangements this is the most widely used, partly because it is simple, but also because it makes fewer assumptions about
Table I. Data stream ensemble classifiers according to our taxonomy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>(A)</th>
<th>(V)</th>
<th>(DI)</th>
<th>(B)</th>
<th>(D)</th>
<th>(C)</th>
<th>(L)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NEMA</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Street and Kim 2001]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learn++</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Polikar et al. 2004]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWK</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Wang et al. 2003]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAM</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Manzke et al. 2004]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLBoost</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Uzu and Zambon 2004]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBEA</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>s,m</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Ghosh et al. 2004]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUCDCS</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Zhang et al. 2004]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ozabag</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Oza 2002]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ozam</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Oza 2002]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AddExpert</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Keller and Malo2005]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACE</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Nishida et al. 2005]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixer</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Wang and Furnkranz 2008]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DWM</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Keller et al. 2004]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BoostIC</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Scholz and Klinkenberg 2007]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEMA</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Yue et al. 2007]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDE</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Kamamurthy and Bhattacharya 2007]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streaming RF</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Abdulkadir and et al. 2007]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic SMF</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Abdulkadir et al. 2008]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUCk-Ensemble</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Masud et al. 2008]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHIT Bag</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>[Hilf et al. 2009]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADDWIN Bag</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>[Hilf et al. 2009]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVA Trees</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Haslehi et al. 2009]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OABoost</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>s,V</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Pelossof et al. 2009]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learn++-NC</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Mohlisier et al. 2009]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FISH</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>[Zloboe et al. 2009]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learn++-UDNC</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Hilf et al. 2010]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFA</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>[Masud et al. 2010]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVABoost</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>[Wang et al. 2010]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RestrictedDF</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Hilf et al. 2012]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFTFStream</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Nguyen et al. 2012]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHE</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>[Wang et al. 2012]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSMiner</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Parkar et al. 2012]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ChessBooster</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>[Iann et al. 2012]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weird</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>[Beygelzimer et al. 2013]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OOB</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>[Beygelzimer et al. 2013]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UOB</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>[Beygelzimer et al. 2013]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEM</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Pocock et al. 2013]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DACAC</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Jaber et al. 2013]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADAC</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Jaber et al. 2013a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StuckBoost</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Jaber et al. 2013a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learn++-CDS</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Ditzler et al. 2013]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learn++-NIE</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Ditzler et al. 2013]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learn++-NIF</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Ditzler et al. 2013]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buff</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Ortiz Diaz et al. 2013]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAUR</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Bezdek and Stefanowski 2013]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNE</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Bezdek and Stefanowski 2013]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAE1</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Gomes and Enembreck 2014]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAE2</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Gomes and Enembreck 2014]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bf</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Parker et al. 2014]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEPLS</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Beygelzimer et al. 2014]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FastAE</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Utz et al. 2015]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEP</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Ziel et al. 2015]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAXW</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>[Gomes et al. 2014]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online BBM.W</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Beygelzimer et al. 2015]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaBoost.OJL.W</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Beygelzimer et al. 2015]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StuckBoost-AM</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Parker and Khair 2015]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEOB</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Wang et al. 2015]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDIT</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Tri et al. 2015]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLAST</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Van Rijn et al. 2015]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODIB</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[Wang et al. 2016]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legends. (A) Architecture: f: flat, m: meta-learner, h: hierarchical, n: network; (V) Voting: m: majority, w: weighted, r: rank, s: classifier selection, re: relational; (DI) Diversity Inducer: h:heterogeneous, l: learner manipulation, v: vertical input, v*: vertical input with instance weighting, h: horizontal input, o: output, t: time-based; (B) Base Learner: b: batch, i: incremental; (D) Dependency: d: dependent, i: independent, h: hybrid; (C) Cardinality: f: fixed, f*: fixed (derived from feature set), m: maximum, d: dynamic; (L) Learning Mode: s: sliding window, l: landmark window, d: damped window, a: adaptive window, i: incremental; 1It is possible to use output correction codes. 2Varies according to the number of clusters found. 3Member weights are used for weighted training diversification.
individual classifiers. Examples of data stream ensemble classifiers that employ a flat structure includes: Online Bagging [Oza 2005], DWM [Kolter et al. 2003], Leveraging Bagging [Bifet et al. 2010a], and many others.

**Meta-learner.** In a meta-learning structure the combiner (meta-learner) is trained on meta-data, which may refer to properties of the learning problem [Minku and Yao 2012] or to the outputs of learners trained on the input data [Bifet et al. 2012]. From a high-level perspective the flat and meta-learner approaches may seem very similar, however they are effectively different since the latter involves creating a meta-dataset and training a meta-learner on it. Despite meta-learning being feasible without an ensemble structure [Brazdil et al. 2008; Gama and Kosina 2009] in this work we focus on meta-learning for ensemble classifiers. A canonical example of meta-learning is the stacking algorithm [Wolpert 1992]. Stacking creates a meta-dataset where every meta-instance corresponds to an instance in the original dataset. This meta-dataset replaces the original instances’ inputs by the predictions of each ensemble member, while the class label remains the original. A meta-classifier is induced from the meta-dataset, which during predictions is responsible for combining component classifiers predictions into a final one. An example of stacking for data stream classification is the ensemble of Restricted Hoeffding trees [Bifet et al. 2012], where the first level of learners is composed of Hoeffding Trees, while the meta-learner level is formed by perceptrons (one per class label).

**Hierarchical.** A hierarchical ensemble imposes a tree-like structure or a strict order (cascading) over its members. Examples of batch ensembles in which the structural arrangement adhere to this definition includes Arbiter Trees [Chan and Stolfo 1995], Combiner Trees [Chan and Stolfo 1997] and Hierarchical Misture of Experts (HME) [Jordan and Jacobs 1994]. There are ensemble methods for data stream classification that use hierarchical structures, most notably HSMiner [Parker et al. 2012] and SluiceBox [Parker and Khan 2013]. HSMiner is a hierarchical additive weighted voting ensemble that boosts the accuracy of a set of weak learners by decomposing the learning problem. At the top tier of HSMiner’s hierarchy stands a multi-class ensemble of \( k \) per-class ensembles, where \( k \) corresponds to the number of current class labels. Each per-class ensemble is composed of single class ensembles, which are further decomposed into single feature classifiers. Besides the top tier ensemble, all other classifiers that compose HSMiner’s hierarchy of learners are all committed to distinguish one class from all others (i.e., single class learners), thus HSMiner performs a one-vs-all decomposition of multi-class problems. At the bottom of HSMiner’s hierarchy, single feature classifiers learn a model that discerns between the class label it represents (positive label) from all others (negative label) using only one feature. To avoid pre-processing, if the feature domain is discrete then a Naive Bayes classifier is
used, otherwise (domain is continuous) an AdaBoost ensemble of threshold learners is used. Finally, in our classification the main difference between meta-learner and hierarchical structures is that we consider the former to only include one level of learners which outputs are used to train second level learners, while the latter may organize learners hierarchically for other purposes, such as decomposing the input data.

**Network.** The last ensemble structure in our taxonomy includes methods that arrange the ensemble members in a graph. We use the term network instead of graph to refer to these structures since they are often dynamic and thus most closely related to complex networks [Albert and Barabasi 2002] than to static graphs. In this structure, ensemble members are represented as vertices of a network whose connections are determined according to a specific criterion. In SFNC [Barddal et al. 2014] connections between classifiers are generated according to a Scale-Free Network model, such that classifiers with higher estimated accuracy are more likely to connect to recently added classifiers. During voting, classifiers’ weighting is directly proportional to a given centrality metric $\alpha$, e.g., eigenvector, betweenness, degree, etc. Since highly accurate classifiers usually receive most of the connections, these are expected to have higher influence on the overall decision. In SAE [Gomes and Enembreck 2013] and SAE2 [Gomes and Enembreck 2014], every pair of learners is connected and weighted according to a similarity function. The weighted network formed by all these connections is updated every period to better approximate the current state of learners similarities. This network arrangement is used during predictions, where individual decisions are first combined within subsets of similar classifiers, and afterwards these subsets decisions are combined to obtain the final prediction. This voting strategy is performed to prevent a large amount of similar classifiers (w.r.t predictions) from dominating predictions. Also, the network in SAE and SAE2 is used to identify redundant classifiers and then remove one of them to optimize resources without drastically affecting overall classification performance.

Our goal with the presented architectures is to be as general as possible while emphasizing distinguishable characteristics of actual algorithms. Although, some algorithms, which could be interpreted as ensembles, do not fit in any of these architectures. An example is the Option Hoeffding Trees [Pfahringer et al. 2007], which is basically an algorithm that could be interpreted as either a decision tree or an ensemble. The ensemble architecture, most of the time, is chosen to accomplish a specific voting scheme.

3.1.2. Voting. Voting concerns how individual outputs from ensemble members are used during prediction. The ensemble structure influences voting, e.g., it is possible that some learners’ outputs are only used as input for another level of meta-learners. There are many voting schemes for ensemble learning, which we organize into five categories: Majority, Weighted Majority, Rank, Classifier Selection and Relational. The voting categories can be organized in an hierarchy, such that: majority vote is the most basic method; weighted majority extends majority vote by allowing heterogeneous weights; rank is a form of weighted vote where all outputs from all learners are considered; classifier selection sets weights dynamically; and relational voting transform individual votes, through an intricate method, before applying majority or weighted voting. These categories are general enough to represent voting in batch learning, stationary and evolving data streams. However, in an evolving data stream scenario it is common that the voting method also plays an important role with respect to concept drift adaptation. For example, a simple strategy consists of weighting learners based on their age or on their performance restricted to the latest instances [Gomes and Enembreck 2013; 2014; Barddal et al. 2014; Brzezinski and Stefanowski 2014]. These strategies can be build on top of the five voting categories, thus they should not
be interpreted as a separate category. Figure 3 depicts our five basic voting categories and the following paragraphs discuss each of them.

**Majority Vote.** Majority vote assumes every classifier has the same weight on the overall ensemble decision. Thus, the final prediction is the class label that most classifiers predicted. To avoid ties in a binary classification setting, it is usual to define an odd number of base learners. In multiclass problems, ties can become a concern and the default approach is to randomly break them. Examples of data stream ensembles that use majority vote includes: Online Bagging and Boosting [Oza 2005], Leveraging Bagging [Bifet et al. 2010a] and the MCIK-Ensemble [Masud et al. 2008].

**Weighted Majority.** It is reasonable to weight classifiers' predictions according to some criteria. For example, it is possible to assign a score to each classifier based on its accuracy on a validation set. A more complex method is the Weighted Majority (WM) algorithm [Littlestone and Warmuth 1994]. WM weights the predictions of classifiers based on their past performance, such that every classifier has a weight $\beta$, which is decreased every time it predicts incorrectly. Majority and weighted vote share the characteristic of only considering one prediction per classifier, i.e., each classifier chooses one class label. The Dynamic Weighted Majority algorithm [Kolter et al. 2003] as well as other data stream ensemble classifiers rely on some form of weighted majority, to name a few: Accuracy Update Ensemble (AUE) [Brzeziński and Stefanowski 2011], Online Accuracy Update Ensemble (OAUE) [Brzeziński and Stefanowski 2014], Adaptive Classifiers-Ensemble (ACE) [Nishida et al. 2005], Weighted Ensemble Online Bagging (WEOB) [Wang et al. 2015].

**Rank.** In situations where the base learner can output more than one class label per prediction a voting method, which is similar to the weighted majority approach, can be used to combine all predictions. For example, if the base learner prediction is a sorted list of class labels, then the Borda count method can be used. Borda count [de Borda 1781] is a preferential voting system introduced in 1770 by Jean Charles de Borda. In ensemble learning, the overall decision when using Borda count is the class label with the highest rank sum. An example of batch ensemble that uses rank based voting (Borda count) is the Nearest Neighbor Ensemble [Domeniconi and Yan 2004].

**Classifier Selection**\(^1\). Classifier selection concerns selecting the most 'appropriate' classifiers for predicting the class label of an unknown instance. The selection can take place during training [Schaffer 1993] or prediction [Merz 1996; Woods et al. 1996], which are commonly known as static (SCS) and dynamic classifier selection (DCS), respectively. Usually, DCS involves storing instances used for training each learner and then using a $K$ nearest neighbor approach to determine which classifiers should be

---

\(^1\)A related term to classifier selection is a gating network, this is often used in Artificial Neural Networks literature [Jacobs et al. 1991].
combined for predicting an unknown instance. This naive DCS approach is infeasible on a data stream setting as the impact of storing all instances may surpass available memory, or simply cause the algorithm to take too long to calculate all needed distances. On top of that, selecting an appropriate distance function and setting $K$ are challenging tasks. DCS has been used in several ensemble methods for data stream classification, such as the Coverage Base Ensemble Algorithm (CBEA) [Rushing et al. 2004], the Attribute-Oriented Dynamic Classifier Selection (AO-DCS) [Zhu et al. 2004] and the Conceptual Clustering and Prediction (CCP) [Katakis et al. 2010]. In CCP to avoid storing a large amount of instances to describe each classifier a clustering algorithm is used to ‘summarize’ the instances representation, i.e., only the instances’ centroids are stored.

Relational. Instead of interpreting each ensemble member prediction individually, and literally, these can be translated to reflect the class label that they most likely represent. For example, suppose two classifiers $c_i$ and $c_j$ consistently choose class labels 0 and 1, respectively, whenever the true class label is 2. Then it would be reasonable to ‘translate’ to class label 2 whenever classifier $c_i$ predicts 0 and $c_j$ predicts 1. This is a powerful voting strategy, as it allows a group of learners to indirectly predict the class label of hard to classify instances. This voting strategy is represented by the Behavior-Knowledge Space (BKS) [Huang and Suen 1993], in batch learning, and a similar version appears for online learning as Pairwise Patterns (PP) [Gomes et al. 2015]. The Learn++ NC algorithm [Muhlbaier et al. 2009] uses a voting method, namely the dynamically weighted consult and vote (DW-CAV), in which classifiers consult its peer decisions to check if its decision is aligned with them and with the classes it was trained on. If the classifier identifies discrepancies, it reduces its vote, or even refrains from voting. Other voting strategies could be classified as ‘Relational’, yet they differ from BKS, PP and DW-CAV significantly. For example, even though SAE [Gomes and Enembreck 2013], SAE2 [Gomes and Enembreck 2014] and SFNC [Barddal et al. 2014] extract relational data from ensemble members to generate networks, they are more closely related to a multilevel weighted majority vote, since these algorithms do not map original outputs to a different domain. Finally, relational voting can be related to the meta-learner structural arrangement (see Section 3.1.1), where the ‘vote’ translation is delegated to a learner trained on the first layer learners’ outputs.

Different voting strategies are biased towards specific assumptions regarding the problem. For example, a voting method that takes into account the class label distribution can outperform another method that does not, especially for imbalanced data streams [Wang et al. 2013; 2015]. However, a simple voting scheme may overcome a complicated method that considers a variety of factors, usually because the assumptions that the latter is based on do not hold for the problem at hand. For example, a weighted majority vote strategy will perform poorly if the weighting function fails to represent each classifier true prediction capabilities. Nevertheless, the ensemble structure and the voting method are useless unless ensemble members are diverse with respect to their outputs. Finally, some authors focus on determining the limits of majority voting [Kuncheva et al. 2003] or on comparing multiple voting methods using a probabilistic framework [Kuncheva and Rodriguez 2014], yet conclusions obtained are often limited to specific cases.

3.2. Diversity

Diversity is often identified as one of the building blocks of ensemble-based classifiers. The motivation for the importance of diversity can be intuitively explained using the anthropomorphic example of a group of individuals, such that their opinions are always homogeneous. This group can safely be replaced by any of its members if its only purpose is decision making.
Although some works are able to show correlations between accuracy and specific diversity measures for some special cases [Kuncheva and Whitaker 2003], theoretical guarantees are more complicated to obtain, and often inconclusive, for the general case. Unfortunately, it is not as simple as ‘augment diversity measure \(d\) and the overall accuracy will improve’. This problem is even more complicated because there is no generally accepted definition of diversity [Kuncheva 2004b].

Only a few studies on ensemble learning for data streams are focused on measuring diversity and on diversity properties [Minku et al. 2010; Minku and Yao 2012] and more recently in [Brzezinski and Stefanowski 2016]. Authors in [Brzezinski and Stefanowski 2016] presents ways of calculating diversity, visualizing them over time, and using them for drift detection as additional information from the stream. Most ensemble learners proposals are accompanied with strategies to induce diversity, even when these are not part of the core proposal. In the following sections we present different strategies to induce diversity and classical metrics to measure diversity. Appendix C presents experiments that illustrate how diversity can be monitored during stream execution for different ensemble methods.

### 3.2.1. Inducing diversity

For our purposes, a set of diverse classifiers is analogous to a set of non-trivial classifiers (i.e., consistent with the training data) that given the same instance output different predictions. This definition assumes that learners cannot be random guessers, although it does not consider diverse a set of learners with different internal representations that consistently predict the same class labels.

In this work we organize methods to induce diversity based on whether they manipulate the input data, the output predictions, the underlying classifiers or use a set of heterogeneous base learners. A similar classification of diversity inducing methods is presented in [Rokach 2010] with a slightly different nomenclature.

**Input manipulation.** Methods that manipulate the input are common and include training classifiers in different chunks of data (horizontal partitioning) or with different subsets of features (vertical partitioning). Training classifiers with different instances often includes some form of randomization, e.g., bagging uses resampling [Breiman 1996]. The problem with resampling in a data stream environment is that it requires multiple passes over data. That is infeasible, since streams are expected to provide an huge amount amount of data. To solve this problem in [Oza 2005] authors propose a method that approximates resampling for online processing. Besides sampling, a stream can be partitioned horizontally by “adding classifiers at different points of the stream” [Kolter et al. 2003; Brzezinski and Stefanowski 2014; Barddal et al. 2014]. For example, classifier \(c_1\) is added at moment \(t\) and classifier \(c_2\) is added at moment \(t + \delta\), thus \(c_2\) will be only trained with instances provided after \(t + \delta\) while \(c_1\) is trained with instances after \(t\). This latter strategy can also be used to indirectly adapt to drifts, but it can potentially jeopardize diversity if there are no concept drifts because classifiers that have been added not too far apart become very similar after a while. Instead of training classifiers on different subsets of instances it is possible to train them on different subsets of features [Ho 1995; Amit and Geman 1997; Ho 1998b; Breiman 2001]. This strategy is known as the Random Subspace Method (RSM). For a feature space of \(m\) dimensions, there are \(2^m - 1\) different non-empty subsets of features, thus it is infeasible to train one learner for each subset given a high dimensional dataset, especially on a data stream setting [Bifet et al. 2012]. Nevertheless, Ho noted in [Ho 1998b], based in the theory of stochastic modeling, that highly accurate ensembles can be obtained far before all possible combinations of subspaces are explored. RSM is usually associated with decision trees, however in its general form it can be applied to different base learners, such as nearest neighbors [Ho 1998a] or linear classifiers [Skurichina and Duin 2002]. The reason behind the association of decision trees...
with RSM is attributable to the Random Forests algorithm [Breiman 2001], an ensemble method in which the random feature selection is intrinsically related to how its learners (decision trees) are trained, i.e., every node split is based on a (potentially) different random subset of features. Training ensembles using RSM yield several advantages, such as diversity enhancement and efficient training and prediction. The former depends upon the base learner’s instability (see Section 3.3), while the latter may occur if ensemble member’s training is independent, which permits training several learners in parallel. Also, on high dimensionality problems, such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) classification, RSM can be used to ease the impact of the ‘curse of dimensionality’ by using small subsets of features per learner [Kuncheva et al. 2010]. Examples of RSM for data stream classification includes: Streaming Random Forests [Abdulsalam et al. 2007], Restricted Hoeffding Trees [Bifet et al. 2012], Dynamic Streaming Random Forests [Abdulsalam et al. 2008] and the Ensemble Decision Trees for Concept-drifting data streams (EDTC) [Li et al. 2015].

**Output manipulation.** To manipulate the output of a classification problem one could decompose the original problem into smaller, potentially easier, problems. Afterwards, each problem can be mapped to a single classifier, and these classifiers would be diverse since they interpret the hypothesis space differently. One classifier that is capable of differentiating between multiple classes is difficult to achieve, while a set of binary classifiers is relatively easy to obtain. Therefore, to cope with multiclass problems many ensembles use the One-Versus-All approach, i.e., decompose the original problem into $k(k - 1)/2$ binary problems, and assign a different classifier to each class, such that instances associated with other classes are interpreted as negative examples by the given classifier. Decomposing the problem in tractable smaller problems is the main goal of this strategy, while diversity increase can be viewed only as a by-product. Examples of algorithms that use this strategy for data stream learning include the One-versus-All Decision Trees [Hashemi et al. 2009] and HSMiner [Parker et al. 2012]. There are some difficulties when applying this strategy to data stream learning, such as concept drifts, imbalanced class distributions and the high update cost [Hashemi et al. 2009]. A slightly different manipulation of the output can be achieved by using Error-Correcting Output Codes (ECOC) [Dietterich and Bakiri 1995]. ECOC were inspired by the Error-Correcting Codes (ECC) presented in Shannon’s information theory [Shannon 1948], and were originally used to decompose multiclass problems into binary problems. In [Bifet et al. 2010a], the authors experiment with a version of Leveraging Bagging that uses a variation of ECOC, namely random output codes. In random output codes class labels assigned to each example are modified to create a new binary classification of the data induced by a mapping from all possible labels to $\{0, 1\}$. Effectively, in this setting every classifier has a different view of the hypothesis space, e.g., one classifier may interpret class labels $A$ and $B$ as 0, while $C$ and $D$ as 1. For practical reasons, in [Bifet et al. 2010a] the algorithm balances the 0s and 1s for each classifier, to prevent them from mapping all original labels to 0 or to 1.

**Base learner manipulation.** In order to achieve diversity, it is possible to modify characteristics of each base model. For example, one could use multiple neural networks with different topologies, or with the same topology, but starting with different weights at the first layer [Rokach 2009]. In [Bifet et al. 2009] authors propose the Adaptive Size Hoeffding Trees (ASHT) Bagging algorithm, which is an ensemble of decision trees of varying sizes. ASHT is based on the intuition that smaller trees are able to rapidly adapt to drifts, while bigger trees are useful during stable periods, thus mixing both yield different ensemble members, and may also contribute to drift recovery.

**Heterogeneous base learners.** Instead of varying parameters of the same base learner, it is possible to use heterogeneous base learners and obtain ensemble mem-
Table II. All possible outputs of a pair of classifiers $h_u$ and $h_v$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$h_u$ correct (1)</th>
<th>$h_u$ incorrect (0)</th>
<th>$h_v$ correct (1)</th>
<th>$h_v$ incorrect (0)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$N_{11}$</td>
<td>$N_{10}$</td>
<td>$N_{01}$</td>
<td>$N_{00}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Heterogeneous ensembles for data stream learning includes BLAST [van Rijn et al. 2015], HEFT-Stream [Nguyen et al. 2012] and HSMiner [Parker et al. 2012]. BLAST trains several different base learners and during prediction selects one of them through a meta-learning approach. HEFT-Stream maintains an ensemble of decision trees and naive bayes learners, and in the occurrence of a sudden drift it adds a new learner, whose base learner matches the current learner with highest weight. HSMiner [Parker et al. 2012] uses two different base learners to avoid preprocessing features, naive bayes for discrete and threshold learners for continuous, thus if the feature set is heterogeneous with respect to features’ domains then learners will also be heterogeneous.

Depending on which strategy is employed for inducing diversity into the ensemble, one must be aware that while processing a massive (potentially infinite) data stream, members’ models may converge. That is especially true for methods that rely solely on adding (or resetting) models on different moments of the stream. Also, instead of committing to one or another strategy to induce diversity, it is possible to combine two or more strategies. For example, HEFT-Stream trains heterogeneous learners on different samples (online bagging) and subspaces of data\(^2\). To assess how effective one diversity inducing strategy is, one could choose to observe the ensemble overall accuracy. However, this analysis is biased since there may be other factors that influence accuracy. In the next section, we present some diversity measuring metrics and examples of their use to assess diversity in a data stream setting.

3.2.2 Measuring diversity. There are a few reasons to measure the diversity among members of an ensemble. The most obvious is based on the intuitive notion that an ensemble of homogeneous classifiers cannot achieve any better than any of its members alone can. Thus, it may seem logical to maximize diversity, since doing so will consequently have a good impact on the overall results. Although before optimizing for diversity, it is necessary to keep in mind that no general correlation between diversity and accuracy has been proven [Kuncheva et al. 2003]. Although high diversity may not directly indicate high accuracy, measuring diversity can be useful to analyze the effectiveness of the diversity inducing method, and even to more specific tasks such as pruning ensemble members [Margineantu and Dietterich 1997; Gomes and Enembreck 2013; 2014].

Diversity can be measured in multiple levels, but it is usually calculated in pairs (pairwise) or for the complete ensemble (non-pairwise or aggregated). We now present a few pairwise metrics, but before we define some concepts that assist in the definition of such metrics [Kuncheva and Whitaker 2003].

Let $X = x_1, \ldots, x_n$ be a labeled data set, $\hat{y}_u = [\hat{y}_u(x_1), \ldots, \hat{y}_u(x_n)]$ a $n$-dimensional binary vector that represents the output of a classifier $h_u$, such that $\hat{y}_u(x_j) = 1$, if $h_u$ correctly predicts the class label for instance $x_j$, and 0, otherwise. Table II presents all the possible outcomes for a pair of classifiers $h_u$ and $h_v$, such that $h_u \neq h_v$, where $N^{ab}$ is the number of instances $x_j \in X$ for which $\hat{y}_u(x_j) = a$ and $\hat{y}_v(x_j) = b$.

The Yule’s $Q$ statistic [Yule 1900] (Equation 1), or simply $Q$, is a widely used measure of diversity in many fields. $Q$ varies between $-1$ and $1$, such that for statistic-

\(^2\)HEFT-Stream periodically runs a feature selection algorithm (Fast Correlation-Based Filter - FCBF [Yu and Liu 2003]) and new learners are only trained with the latest subset of features deemed relevant.
cally independent classifiers the expectation of $Q_{v,u}$ is 0 as intuitively it will happen when the number of equal predictions match the number of divergent predictions, i.e., $N^{01} \times N^{10} = N^{11} \times N^{00}$, thus leading to a 0 numerator in Equation 1. Classifiers that tend to correctly predict the same instances yield positive values of $Q$, while those that commit errors on different instances render negative values.

$$Q_{v,u} = \frac{N^{11}N^{00} - N^{01}N^{10}}{N^{11}N^{00} + N^{01}N^{10}}$$ \tag{1}

Another way of estimating the pairwise diversity is the correlation coefficient $p_{v,u}$ (Equation 2). For any two classifiers, $Q$ and $p$ have the same sign, and it can be proved that $|p| \leq |Q|$. Since $Q$ is easier to calculate it is usually preferred.

$$p_{v,u} = \frac{N^{11}N^{00} - N^{01}N^{10}}{\sqrt{(N^{11} + N^{10})(N^{01} + N^{00})(N^{11} + N^{01})(N^{10} + N^{00})}}$$ \tag{2}

The disagreement measure $D_{v,u}$ (Equation 3) is used to characterize diversity between a base classifier $h_v$ and a complementary classifier $h_u$. This metric is symmetrical, and correlated with $Q_{v,u}$ and $p_{v,u}$. $D_{v,u}$ represents the ratio between the number of instances on which one classifier is correct and the other is incorrect with respect to the total number of instances.

$$D_{v,u} = \frac{N^{01} + N^{10}}{N^{11} + N^{00} + N^{01} + N^{10}}$$ \tag{3}

The measures presented so far are all based on concomitant correct or incorrect predictions. For binary classification problems the way matrix $N$ is calculated (see Table II) is sound, since if classifiers $h_v$ and $h_u$ incorrectly predict instance $x$ class label, then $h_v$ and $h_u$ predictions must be equal, i.e., if the correct label was 0, then $h_v$ and $h_u$ both predicted 1. Although, for multiclass classification problems matrix $N$ may fail to measure differences between classifiers that incorrectly predict the same instance using different labels. For example, given a 3-class classification problem, two linear classifiers $h_a$ and $h_b$, such that

$$h_a = \begin{cases} 2, & x_1 \geq 8 \\ 0, & x_1 < 8 \end{cases}$$

$$h_b = \begin{cases} 0, & x_2 \geq 5 \\ 1, & x_2 < 5 \end{cases}$$

and the distribution of instances according to Figure 4, the classification errors of $h_a$ and $h_b$ will be accounted equally by the measures previously discussed. Table III shows the distribution of correct and incorrect predictions for $h_a$ and $h_b$. If $Q$ statistic is used to assess $h_a$ and $h_b$ diversity we obtain $Q_{a,b} = 1$, which indicates that both classifiers tend to correctly predict the same instances, yet it fails to express their divergences on incorrect predictions.

To precisely capture differences between classifiers in a multiclass problem context a possible approach is to keep track of the classifiers’ exact predictions instead of only
Fig. 4. 2-dimensional multiclass problem (labels: green squares = 0, blue diamonds = 1 and red circles = 2)

Table IV. All possible outputs of a pair of classifiers $h_u$ and $h_v$ for a multiclass classification problem with $K$ possible labels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$h_u(x) = 0$</th>
<th>$h_u(x) = 1$</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>$h_u(x) = (K-1)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$C_{00}$</td>
<td>$C_{01}$</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>$C_{0(K-1)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{10}$</td>
<td>$C_{11}$</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>$C_{1(K-1)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{(K-1)0}$</td>
<td>$C_{(K-1)1}$</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>$C_{(K-1)(K-1)}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the dichotomy correct/incorrect. This can be achieved by constructing a contingency table $C_{ij}$, such that the value at the intersection of a row $i$ and a column $j$ stores the amount of instances $x \in X$ where $h_u(x) = i$ and $h_u(x) = j$. Table IV shows an example of contingency table $C_{ij}$ for a $k$-class problem. The diagonal in matrix $C_{ij}$ contains the concomitant decisions of the pair, thus a naive approach to weight their similarity is to sum its values and divide it by the amount of instances $n$, as shown in Equation 4.

$$\Theta_1 = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=0}^{k} C_{i,i}$$ (4)

As noted in [Margineantu and Dietterich 1997] in problems where one class is much more common than others, all classifiers may agree by chance, so all pairs will obtain high values for $\Theta_1$. Thus, it is more appropriate to use the Kappa $\kappa$ statistic\(^3\), since it corrects $\Theta_1$ by considering the probability that two classifiers agree by chance according to the observed values in $C_{ij}$, namely $\Theta_2$ (see Equation 5). The kappa $\kappa$ statistic is shown in Equation 6.

$$\Theta_2 = \sum_{i=0}^{K} \left( \frac{\sum_{j=0}^{K} C_{i,j}}{n} \right) \left( \frac{\sum_{j=0}^{K} C_{j,i}}{n} \right)$$ (5)

$$k = \frac{\Theta_1 - \Theta_2}{1 - \Theta_2}$$ (6)

The interpretation of $\kappa$ is similar to $Q$, i.e., if $h_u$ and $h_v$ agree on every instance then $\kappa = 1$, and if their predictions coincide by chance, then $\kappa = 0$. Negative values of $\kappa$ occurs when agreement is weaker than expected by chance, but this rarely occurs in real problems. The Kappa statistic has already been used to report diversity for data stream ensemble-based classifiers [Bifet et al. 2009; Bifet et al. 2010a; Kuncheva et al. 2010] and is often accompanied by a Kappa-Error diagram. The Kappa-Error diagram is a scatterplot where each point corresponds to a pair of classifiers. The $x$ coordinate

\(^3\)Cohen’s Kappa statistic [Cohen et al. 1960] measures inter-rater agreement for categorical variables and it was first used in [Margineantu and Dietterich 1997] as a pairwise diversity measure for ensemble learners.
of the pair corresponds to the $\kappa$ value, while the $y$ coordinate is the average of the error rates of the two classifiers.

We now analyze our example concerning classifiers $h_a$ and $h_b$ (see Figure 4) from the perspective of $\kappa$ statistic. Table V presents the contingency table for $h_a$ and $h_b$, where the different predictions from $h_a$ and $h_b$ are clearly separated. Classifiers $h_a$ and $h_b$ scores $\kappa = -0.2$, such that the expected agreement by chance is $\Theta_2 = 0.3$, while $h_a$ and $h_b$ effective agreement is only $\Theta_1 = 0.5$. For this toy problem $\kappa$ is able to represent the differences between $h_a$ and $h_b$ more precisely than $Q$, still for some problems it may be the case that $\kappa$ and $Q$ yield very similar results, perhaps because classifiers tend to commit prediction errors consistently.

The semantics behind $\kappa$ and $Q$ raise at least two questions: (1) does it matter to measure error divergences as in $\kappa$? (2) Should $\kappa$ be the preferred diversity metric in the analysis of every ensemble learner? Reinforcing the statement at the beginning of this section there is not a diversity metric that can be considered the ‘best’, it depends on the situation, thus when faced with a multiclass problem we may choose $\kappa$ as it can differentiate between classifiers’ errors. However, we may not be concerned whether classifiers commit prediction errors differently as long as we can identify how often they correctly predict the same instances, then it is reasonable to use $Q$ or a similar metric.

To measure diversity for the whole ensemble one can either combine average pairwise measurements or use a non-pairwise measurement. Given symmetric diversity metrics, as is the case for $\kappa$ and $Q$, we can calculate their average by summing all pairwise measures and dividing it by all possible pairs $2 / (L (L - 1))$. The main problem of ‘aggregating’ statistics is that potentially interesting information is blurred in the midst of all possible combinations, thus it might be used and interpreted with caution. Other diversity measures have been studied for ensemble classifiers, including non-pairwise measures, for example: double-fault, entropy, Kohavi-Wolpert, difficulty $\theta_1$, and others. We refer readers to chapter 8 of Kuncheva’s book [Kuncheva 2004b] and other works [Kuncheva and Whitaker 2003; Banfield et al. 2005; Zhou 2012] for an extensive discussion of diversity measures for ensemble learners.

Diversity is often identified as one of the building blocks of any ensemble-based classifier [Rokach 2010; Zhou 2012]. While developing ensemble learners for data streams it is still considered a very important step to not only induce diversity into the ensemble, but also understand its implications in the overall ensemble performance [Minku et al. 2010].

Many techniques are used to induce diversity in a streaming environment, one of the simplest being the online bagging algorithm [Oza 2005]. Online bagging was used in [Minku et al. 2010] to conduct diversity related experiments in evolving data streams for mainly 2 reasons: (1) “it does not present any specific behaviour to handle concept drift” [Minku et al. 2010]; and (2) diversity in online bagging is ‘controlled’ through a single parameter $\lambda^4$. In [Minku et al. 2010] experiments with online bagging [Oza
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Table V. Contingency table for $N^{ab}$ for $h_a$ and $h_b$ according to Figure 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$h_a(x) = 0$</th>
<th>$h_a(x) = 1$</th>
<th>$h_a(x) = 2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$h_b(x) = 0$</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_b(x) = 1$</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_b(x) = 2$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

4Authors in [Oza 2005] observe that the probability of each instance to be selected for a given subset is approximated by a Poisson distribution with $\lambda = 1$, thus it is feasible to “simulate” bagging in an online fashion by training each classifier $k$ times on each instance, such that $k = \text{poisson}(\lambda = 1)$. In [Bifet et al. 2010a] authors presents the Leveraging bagging algorithm, which ‘enhances’ online bagging by using $\lambda = 6$,
2005] were specifically designed to analyze diversity before, during, and after concept drifts. Based on these experiments, authors found out that before a drift occurs, ensembles with less diversity obtain higher accuracy, but shortly after the drift occurs, highly diverse ensembles yield better accuracy despite the type of drift. Also, when there are no drifts, high diversity becomes less important.

3.3. Base Learner

Most ensemble classifiers for data stream learning were designed to work with any base learner [Bifet et al. 2010a; Oza 2005; Brzezinski and Stefanowski 2014; Gomes and Enembreck 2014] with open-ended constraints (e.g. any incremental base learner), still selecting an appropriate base learner according to the classification problem is an important step for obtaining an accurate ensemble. For example, very often classifiers can naturally deal with only one type of feature domain without resorting to input pre-processing. Thus, one can either select a base learner according to the input features domain, assuming all features have the same domain; use a base learner that deals with both discrete and continuous features, e.g., Hoeffding Tree [Domingos and Hulten 2000]; or use an ensemble method that combines heterogeneous base learners coherently with the feature domain, e.g., HSMiner [Parker et al. 2012]. This last approach is more flexible as the ensemble can address problems where new features with different domains appear/disappear over time.

The base learner must match the desired diversity induction strategy. If it is planned to obtain a diverse set of classifiers by training them on different instances, like in Bagging [Breiman 1996], then unstable learners (e.g. decision trees) should be preferred instead of stable learners (e.g. Naive Bayes). Stable learners must be trained on a large set of different instances for their models to differ from one another, while unstable learners tend to yield significantly different models even when trained on subsets of instances that overlap a lot [Zhou 2012]. We illustrate this situation with an experiment where $Q_{avg}$, $κ_{avg}$ and prequential accuracy (see Section 3.2.2) are reported, every 10 thousand instances, for Leveraging Bagging [Bifet et al. 2010a] varying its base learner between a stable learner, Naive Bayes (NB), and an unstable learner, Hoeffding Trees (HT). Figure 5 presents the results of this experiment, which indicates that by using an unstable learner the ensemble diversity increases, especially during the period between concept drifts. It is still possible to achieve a diverse set of classifiers by using stable learners as long as the diversity induction strategy allows it. For example, one could use different subsets of features (see ‘vertical partitioning’ in Section 3.2.1) for training each classifier [Breiman 2001; Abdulsalam et al. 2007; Nguyen et al. 2012].

Decision trees are the most common base learner for ensemble learning in a streaming setting. Specifically Hoeffding Trees [Domingos and Hulten 2000] or some of its variations that explicitly deals with concept drift as Adaptive Hoeffding Trees [Bifet and Gavaldà 2009] and Concept-Adaptive Very Fast Decision Trees (CVFDT) [Hulten et al. 2001], or that replaces majority class predictions by Naive Bayes models at the leaves of the tree [Holmes et al. 2005]. Other base learners often used in ensemble stream learning include naive bayes [Kolter et al. 2003], perceptrons [Chen et al. 2012; Parker et al. 2012; Parker and Khan 2013] and multilayer perceptrons [Polikar et al. 2001]. Hoeffding Tree’s preference over other base learners is attributable to thus increasing the amount of instances presented to each classifier. Appendix A presents the pseudo code for online bagging.

5The datasets and experimental protocol used in these experiments are presented in Appendix B.

6In [Domingos and Hulten 2000] authors refer to their general method of inducing decision trees for data streams as Very Fast Decision Trees (VFDT) and to their implementation as Hoeffding Trees.
its characteristic of being not only unstable, but also an incremental learner [Domingos and Hulten 2000]. We discuss incremental and batch (window) based learning in Section 3.4.2, however while explaining base learners it is important to emphasize that by using non-incremental learners, such as C4.5 [Quinlan 1993], the ensemble must incorporate a parameter to control the window (batch) size used for training its members. Ensemble methods that use incremental base learners may also include a window size parameter, but then it is used to define when the ensemble is updated (e.g., adding new learners or recalculating statistics). This latter approach allows the development of algorithms in which the top level method (the ensemble) learns at a different rate than its members [Gomes and Enembreck 2013; 2014; Brzezinski and Stefanowski 2014]. Table I can be used for a quick overview of ensemble methods that use incremental or batch base learners.

3.3.1. Dependency. The training of one ensemble member may depend upon the output of other members. A canonical example of this approach is AdaBoost [Freund et al. 1996]. Conversely, classifiers may be trained completely independently of one another, that is the case for Bagging [Breiman 1996] and its variants. Intuitively, training one classifier while considering its peers’ mistakes seems reasonable as it uses more information to guide the training process, for example, which instances to emphasize or which are already correctly mapped by the group. The drawback of this approach is that it may lead to overfitting, and on a stream environment it is not straightforward to train classifiers in this ‘sequential’ way. There are several proposals for adapting boosting for online classification [Oza 2005; Pelossof et al. 2009; Chu and Zaniolo 2004; Scholz and Klinkenberg 2007; Beygelzimer et al. 2015]. Training classifiers independently is often preferred as it is easier, yields good results [Bifet et al. 2009], and allows training classifiers in parallel. The ability to train classifiers independently of one another is one characteristic that enables ensemble-based methods to cope with big data streams [De Francisci Morales and Bifet 2015]. An example of an algorithm that was developed to allow parallel training is HSMiner [Parker et al. 2012] and its
subsequent enhancements presented in [Haque et al. 2014] that runs on top of Hadoop [White 2012].

3.4. Update Dynamics

Learning from data streams requires algorithms that are not only accurate, but also efficient and able to adapt to changes in data. Many methods have been presented to achieve these goals, which were thoroughly investigated on previous surveys on data stream learning and concept drift adaptation [Tsymbal 2004; Zliobaité 2010; Hoens et al. 2012; Gama et al. 2014; Lemaire et al. 2015; Ditzler et al. 2015; Barddal et al. 2016; Webb et al. 2016]. In this section we focus on the update dynamics of ensemble classifiers for data streams, i.e., how learning takes place in the ensemble.

3.4.1. Cardinality. Intuitively, it seems that by adding more classifiers it will cause the ensemble to achieve higher accuracy. However it is not straightforward to exploit this in practice, since as the number of classifiers increases it becomes difficult to maintain all classifiers minimally different from each other, i.e., a diverse set. Generating a great quantity of redundant classifiers cannot do any good to the overall decision quality, but will surely negatively impact the ensemble memory and processing consumption. In a data stream context, the cardinality of the ensemble can be either defined prior to the execution or vary during execution. There are good reasons to support both approaches, for example, the resources needed for a fixed set of classifiers are easier to estimate and control, while an ensemble that can selectively add or remove classifiers has more flexibility, e.g., remove redundant classifiers and save resources or add more classifiers to cover different parts of the classification space.

Ensemble methods that vary its size dynamically, like SAE [Gomes and Enembreck 2013] and DWM [Kolter et al. 2003], are intuitively better suited for a highly dynamic task, such as data stream classification. Although in practice these ensembles can yield too little or too many classifiers, because their heuristic method that dictates when to add or remove classifiers is not suitable for the given data stream. To avoid too many classifiers, some methods [Kolter and Maloof 2005; Barddal et al. 2014; Gomes and Enembreck 2014] include a parameter to define the ‘maximum’ number of classifiers of an ensemble. The complexity behind the definition of a heuristic method for adding and removing classifiers, and the success of existing stream ensembles [Oza 2005; Bifet et al. 2009; Bifet et al. 2010a; Brzezinski and Stefanowski 2014] that use a predefined number of classifiers explains the lack of interest in the development of strategies for dynamically sizing the ensemble (this is observable in Table I where algorithms’ cardinality is often ‘fixed’).

3.4.2. Learning mode. The ability to learn new concepts (plasticity) while retaining previously learned knowledge (stability) is referred as the stability-plasticity dilemma [Lim and Harrison 2003]. This dilemma is pervasive in the evolving data stream setting [Gama et al. 2014] as it is expected that evolving data streams alternate between drifting and stable periods. Therefore any data stream classifier, including ensembles, must incorporate mechanisms to adapt its model to concept drifts, while accounting for periods of concept stability.

There are different types of concept drifts that may occur as well as several approaches for coping with them. For example, a classifier may periodically forget its model and learn a new model on the most recent \( n \) instances or reset the current model if a change has been triggered by a drift detector algorithm. These methods are different approaches for dealing with concept drift that can be adapted to either ensembles or single classifiers. Although ensemble-based classifiers have the advantageous characteristic of being flexible as its members can learn at different rates (see Section 3.3);
new classifiers can be added and existing classifiers may be updated, replaced, reset or even removed selectively.

Most stream classifiers assume that recency is analogous to relevance when it comes to weighting instances for training, and ensembles are no exception to that. The reasoning behind this assumption is simple: old instances are associated with previously outdated concepts, while new instances are committed to the most current concept. In practice, real world problems may not adhere to this assumption as concepts can reoccur either periodically (e.g. seasons of the year) or erratically. If concepts reappear it is a waste of resources to re-learn old concepts over and over again. Therefore, tracking and dealing with recurring concept drifts is a difficult task in which the classifier must provide efficient answers to the following questions:

— When to store a previously learned model?
— When should a model be removed/updated?
— When (and how) to evaluate old models for ‘activating’ them?

One can only justify using a recurring concept drift strategy if storing and updating previous models is more efficient, with respect to resources and accuracy, than re-learning the model. FLORA3 [Widmer and Kubat 1996] was one of the first algorithms that dealt with recurring concept drifts. More recently, several ensemble classifiers [Katakis et al. 2010; Elwell and Polikar 2011; Jaber et al. 2013a; Ortíz Díaz et al. 2015] were designed for dealing with recurring concept drifts.

Ensemble-based algorithms can be more flexible with respect to concept drift adaptation. For example, several algorithms [Street and Kim 2001; Gomes and Enembreck 2013; Brzezinski and Stefanowski 2014; Gomes and Enembreck 2014; Gomes et al. 2015] use a background learner, i.e., an auxiliary single learner trained only on the most recent instances alongside the other ensemble members, but that does not influence overall decisions. Whenever it is necessary to reset an ensemble member the background learner replaces it. There are at least two advantages that supports this approach. First, the background learner already has a trained model, thus it will not take too long until it starts positively impacting the overall ensemble decision. Second, assuming that recency implies relevance, the background learner model might overcome existing models as it has been trained only on the latest instances.

Previous works organize data stream learning in different categorizations according to which specific learning problem the work discusses [Gama et al. 2014; Silva et al. 2013; Gama 2010; Read et al. 2012]. Authors in [Gama et al. 2014] organize learning into three categories: learning mode: whether the algorithms retrain models or incrementally update them; adaption methods: concerns how adaptation to drifts happens, either pro-actively (blind strategy) or reactively (informed); and model management: divided into three aspects of ensemble learning (dynamic combination, continuous updates of learners, and structural updates). In [Read et al. 2012] the authors provide an extensive discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of incremental and batch learners, while in [Silva et al. 2013] authors focus on learning modes for clustering algorithms, thus they discuss learning according to window based models, i.e., landmark window, sliding window and damped window.

Ensemble classifiers designed to deal with evolving data streams may combine more than one learning strategy, as explained in Section 3.3, through, for example, the combination of incremental learners and a window based approach. In the remainder of this section we present our attempt to classify how learning happens on ensemble classifiers. We subdivide learning into two general classes: incremental and window based. Many of the existing stream ensemble learners fall into the latter category, which is further divided into: sliding windows, damped windows, landmark windows, and adaptive windows. Figure 6 illustrates learning mode according to our categorization.
In Section 3.3 we have briefly discussed how the base learner and the ensemble may operate at different learning rates. Throughout the rest of this Section we discuss each learning mode individually and present, whenever possible, examples of ensemble classifiers that instantiate the corresponding learning mode.

**Incremental.** A batch learner must store a batch of instances before using them for training; conversely, an incremental learner is trained on instances as they arrive. As a consequence, incremental learners better adhere to the four constraints\(^7\) suggested in [Bifet et al. 2010b] (see Section 2) and are often preferred on a data stream setting. As discussed in [Read et al. 2012], both approaches have advantages and disadvantages. There is a large amount of algorithms to choose from when using batch learners, while, comparatively, the amount of incremental learners available is small [Read et al. 2012]. On the other hand, batch learners require parameterizing the amount of instances to be used for training, i.e., the batch size, which is critical for obtaining accurate models, yet difficult to define for evolving data streams. Generally, incremental learners are more effective when applied to streams that exhibit gradual or incremental drifts or when combined with drift detectors. In the occasion of an abrupt drift, an incremental learner (without the aid of a drift detector) may take longer to recover as its model is influenced by the concepts it has previously been presented to, while a batch learner completely discards its previous models periodically. Examples of incremental learners include Bayesian classifiers [John and Langley 1995], like Naive Bayes; decision trees, like Hoeffding Trees [Domingos and Hulten 2000]; Stochastic Gradient Descent variations [Wang et al. 2012]; Instance-based (Lazy) methods [Beringer and Hüllermeier 2007; Zhang et al. 2011a]; and ensemble classifiers [Oza 2005; Bifet et al. 2010a] as long as its base learners are also incremental learners.

**Landmark windows.** Landmarks can be used to separate the stream into disjoint chunks of data. A landmark can be defined using the number of instances seen since the previous landmark or according to a specific time frequency. Whenever a new land-
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\(^7\)Process instances one at a time and inspects them only once; Use a limited amount of memory; Use a limited amount of processing time; and Be ready to predict at any time.
mark is reached, all instances in the previous chunk are discarded. Some ensemble classifiers use landmark windows (batches) of a fixed size $n$ to control the periodicity of the ensemble updates, such as classifiers' removals, resets, additions, or statistics reset. This approach was first introduced in the Streaming Ensemble Algorithm (SEA) [Street and Kim 2001], and later used in other algorithms, such as DWM [Kolter et al. 2003], AddExpert [Kolter and Maloof 2005], AUE [Brzeziński and Stefanowski 2011], SAE2 [Gomes and Enembreck 2014], OAUE [Brzezinski and Stefanowski 2014], and others. It seems reasonable that if incremental learners are used, then using a predefined fixed landmark window is unnecessary. However, many ensemble classifiers for data streams combine landmark windows and incremental base learners. This design choice may allow reasonably fast adaptation to abrupt drifts (given small values of $n$), while it allows incremental updates of ensemble members, which help addressing gradual and incremental drifts. The fixed landmark window approach permits the use of traditional batch learning algorithms for stream learning. In this case, a batch learner is trained on instances from window $w$ and its model is used to classify instances from the next window $w + 1$. After window $w + 1$ is over, the model learned on $w$ is replaced by a model trained on $w + 1$. If this approach is used for adapting a batch learner for stream learning, then some problems may arise, most notably: training is concentrated during the transitions between windows, therefore if new instances arrive in a fast pace, then it is necessary to account for prediction delays while a new model is being trained; very often batch learners needs to be trained on large amounts of data in order to yield accurate models, thus the window must be very large or the learned model will be weak. Finally, if a concept drift happens, it will not be taken into account until the window ends and the new model is generated, thus adaptation to abrupt drifts will be slow. Despite the simplicity of using fixed landmark windows, it is difficult to define the landmark size parameter $n$. On one hand, if the stream has abrupt drifts, smaller values of $n$ are better, since ensemble updates will happen more often. On the other hand, if the stream is stationary (no drifts) or if drifts are gradual, then larger window sizes are advised, since the ensemble members will be capable of training on a larger number of instances before an ensemble update takes place. Although if the stream exhibits different types of drifts interlaced with periods of stability, then any predefined window size will most likely be unsatisfactory. Finally, by using incremental base learners instead of batch base learners, the ensemble might be capable of adapting to gradual or incremental drifts simply because its members' learned models must not necessarily be discarded after every window.

**Sliding windows.** Sliding windows are similar to landmark windows in the sense that both define a window size $n$, although sliding windows discard only one instance at a time. Instance-based classifiers [Khan et al. 2002; Law and Zaniolo 2005; Gaber et al. 2005; Beringer and Hüllermeier 2007; Zhang et al. 2011a] can be viewed as incremental learners and as sliding window based methods. They are incremental learners since their 'models' are updated after every new instance [Read et al. 2012], but as memory is limited it is necessary to forget one instance to make room for another. Discarding the influence of a single instance from the model is easy for instance-based methods, viable for Bayesian classifiers and very difficult for decision trees.

**Damped windows.** The damped window, or time-fading model, associate weights to instances based on their age. Thus, instances that have been recently presented to the learner will have a higher weight than those that were presented a long time ago. It is possible to use a linear or exponential decay function to assign weights. The base learner must differentiate between instances weights, such that these must influence its learning, otherwise the damped window model degenerates into a simple sliding window.
Adaptive windows. The adaptive window model can be viewed as a landmark window with varying values of $n$. Assuming that the stream contains drifts with varying extents and rates, using windows of different sizes is a suitable strategy. The problem is how to dynamically adjust $n$ according to observations of the stream. The FLORA2 algorithm [Widmer and Kubat 1996] uses a heuristic (Window Adjustment Algorithm) to augment or shrink the window size based on yet another heuristic that guesses whether a drift has occurred or not. This approach for adjusting the window size may be useful in practice, however it depends on fixed thresholds to define by ‘how much’ should the size be decreased or increased. On top of that, it depends on a heuristic to determine whether the current concept is stable or a drift is happening. A different approach is used by ADWIN Bagging [Bifet et al. 2009] and Leveraging Bagging [Bifet et al. 2010a], where both algorithms use the ADWIN drift detector to selectively reset classifiers. Concretely, in these algorithms a classifier is reset whenever its associate ADWIN detector signals that a drift has occurred. Thus, the ensemble may end up with classifiers with varying levels of commitment to the current concept.

4. DISCUSSION

In this section we discuss ensemble algorithms for data stream learning from a broader perspective, including comments about new algorithm proposals (evolutionary heuristics), computational resources management, and big data stream analysis concerns.

4.1. Heuristics in the development of new ensemble algorithms

As different learning strategies and heuristics are combined into novel ensemble methods, the aggregate behavior may be hard to comprehend (and justify). For example, one may propose a new ensemble method that uses resampling along with random subspaces for training a set of heterogeneous classifiers, which are periodically updated whenever a drift detection algorithm indicates that a change occurred. These updates may include removing classifiers with estimated accuracy below a given threshold; adding new classifiers trained only on the most recent data; storing classifiers deemed as relevant in case of the concept they represent reoccur; prune ‘redundant’ classifiers; and many more. Now, an important question may be raised about this hypothetical ensemble: Does the ensemble perform well because of the combination of all its methods, or simply because some of them are very effective, while others are effectively useless or even harmful?

To answer these questions, one may present an in-depth analysis of how each of the ensemble’s operators behaves individually and in combination with other operators. This approach requires setting up experiments that are beyond measuring solely the overall ensemble accuracy. For example, SAE2 [Gomes and Enembreck 2014] uses a weighted graph to determine how classifiers votes are combined. Authors advise combining classifiers by obtaining the maximal cliques of a dichotomized version of this graph. Since SAE2 includes many other operators there was not sufficient evidence to show if this complicated architecture and combination method result in practical benefits. To clarify this, authors in [Gomes and Enembreck 2014] compare the algorithm’s performance varying its combination method, and concluded that, all things being equal, using subgroups generated by maximal cliques is justifiable. A similar sanity check is presented for the ensemble of Restricted Hoeffding trees [Bifet et al. 2012], where authors comment that experiments using Online Bagging [Oza 2005] with one hundred classifiers did not achieve performance as good as the method presented in the paper, thus its performance could not be due to the ensemble cardinality solely. An example of an operator that would benefit from detailed analysis appears in HEFT-Stream [Nguyen et al. 2012], where heterogeneous base learners are used with the goal of enhancing diversity. HEFT-Stream also includes an operator to pe-
periodically replace low performance classifiers, if a drift has been detected, by a new classifier whose base learner corresponds to that of the classifier with highest individual estimate accuracy. In practice, the ensemble often converges to a homogeneous set formed by classifiers whose base learner is capable of obtaining high individual accuracy. From one perspective this characteristic of HEFT-Stream seems to fail to achieve a diverse set of ensemble members by using heterogeneous base learners, although it can be useful as only the ‘fittest’ base learner remains. The only caution is that one should not rely solely on the heterogeneity of HEFT-Stream for inducing diversity into the ensemble. That is probably the reason why authors in [Nguyen et al. 2012] use two other methods for inducing diversity, i.e., instance resampling and feature selection.

In general, it may be difficult to isolate aspects of the method for comparisons, but it is worthwhile to verify if such experiments are possible while proposing a new technique, especially if it lacks theoretical guarantees.

4.2. Computational Resources Management and Big Data Stream Mining

Efficiently managing computational resources is of critical importance for data stream processing. Strategies to cope with this have been proposed for single classifiers as well as for ensemble classifiers. For instance, Hoeffding Trees [Domingos and Hulten 2000] use a mechanism to freeze further node splitting if memory surpasses a user-given threshold, while SAE [Gomes and Enembreck 2013], SAE2 [Gomes and Enembreck 2014] and CBEA [Rushing et al. 2004] remove redundant ensemble members if their recent predictions are too similar (SAE and SAE2) or their coverage overlaps during training (CBEA). These techniques do not enhance the learner performance from an accuracy perspective; in fact sometimes they might negatively impact it. Nevertheless, when applying data stream learning on real world problems it is expected that one may need to balance the trade-off between computational resources and accuracy.

There are limits to what can be accomplished with algorithms executing in a single machine, even if they are multi-threaded. As a consequence, in the latest years the machine learning community has invested a lot of research efforts into highly scalable and distributed systems. It is not straightforward to adapt existing data stream ensemble learners, or single learners for that matter, to work in a distributed environment. Efforts have been driven towards integrated platforms for stream learning in this context, which resulted in frameworks (or libraries) such as Apache Scalable Advanced Massive Online Analysis (SAMOA) framework [De Francisci Morales and Bifet 2015] and Jubatus [Hido et al. 2013].

Similarly to the migration of techniques, methods, and concepts from batch learning to online learning, in the near future, efforts may be invested into bringing stream learner concepts to a big data stream scenario. We believe ensemble learners will play an important role in this new era of big data stream learning systems, as one of the major ‘faults’ of ensembles is high demand from memory and processing time, which is admissible if processing is distributed. Therefore, in the near future we may see more and more classifiers developed for big data stream processing, such as the Streaming Parallel Decision Tree [Ben-Haim and Tom-Tov 2010], HSMiner [Haque et al. 2014] and Vertical Hoeffding Tree (VHT) [Kourtellis et al. 2016].

4.3. Ensemble classifiers in stream setting concerns

Many of the algorithms discussed in this work use the ensemble to solve a variety of problems that may arise in a data stream setting. For example, it has been used to solve the concept evolution, tracking recurrent drift, using the output of feature selection techniques, and most notably to recover from drifts. Since ensemble usage
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These frameworks are described in Section 4.4
for recovering from concept drifts has been widely explored and discussed [Kuncheva 2004a; 2008; Minku et al. 2010; Žliobaitė 2010; Hoens et al. 2012], we focus our discussion on emerging concerns in data stream analysis, which despite being present in many different works were not thoroughly discussed on a survey before.

**Concept Evolution.** New classes may appear, while existing classes may disappear from data as time goes by. One-versus-All (OVA) approaches can effectively be used along with an ensemble-based classifier to solve this problem. A general approach would be as follows: (1) Train one classifier to differentiate each possible class from all other classes; (2) If a new class appears, train a new classifier on it; (3) If a class disappears, simply remove the classifier associated with it. Concrete examples of algorithms that deal with concept evolution using a OVA approach includes OVA Decision Trees [Hashemi et al. 2009], Learn++NC, Learn++UDNC [Ditzler et al. 2010]. The OVA approach simply addresses the concept evolution problem assuming that new classes are somehow indicated to the system. A more comprehensive approach is to assume that the system is unaware of the appearance of novel classes, thus besides dealing with their existence the system must also detect when they appear. To deal with this problem, authors of the DXMiner algorithm [Masud et al. 2010] assume that an instance must be closer to instances of its own class (cohesion) and farther apart from instances of other classes (separation), thus if a novel class appears, its instances will be far from existing class instances and close together. Two other approaches are proposed in the HSMiner algorithm [Parker et al. 2012], the first is very simple and assumes that any instance with a predicted label confidence below a certain threshold is novel. The second method proposed in [Parker et al. 2012] uses a sieve-like approach to iteratively refine instances on a data chunk to create a pseudo data chunk, in which each original instance is given a label of either ‘novel’ (marked as outlier by the sieve algorithm) or ‘known’, afterwards a classifier is used to distinguished between ‘novel’ and ‘known’ classes. Finally, one could use a clustering algorithm to detect novel classes like the algorithms in [Parker and Khan 2013] and [Parker and Khan 2015]. The bottom-line is that an ensemble-based method is often used along with any of these techniques, although it may not be used to detect novel classes, the ensemble approach is very useful to dynamically include novel class instances into the system without major changes to the already learned model (i.e., other ensemble members).

**Feature Evolution, Drift and Selection.** Features may appear or disappear as time passes, which is a problem since most classifiers need to know in advance which features exist. On top of that, features may drift [Barddal et al. 2015] rendering them irrelevant for predicting future instances. To cope with these problems, it is possible to use an algorithm to select the current relevant features as in HEFT-Stream algorithm [Nguyen et al. 2012]. Also, one can use the ensemble structure to easily remove or add the influence of specific features by using single-feature classifiers, such that if a feature disappears or is identified as irrelevant, its influence can be completely removed from the whole system by removing the classifier associated with it. This approach is similar to that mentioned previously to cope with concept evolution (one classifier per class) and is exactly the approach used in HSMiner [Parker et al. 2012], with the addition of using different classifiers according to the feature domain (see Section 3.1.1). On top of that, using single-feature classifiers, or a limited size of features per classifier, gives more scalability to the learning algorithm as its processing can be distributed among multiple processes or nodes [Haque et al. 2014] (see Section 4.2).

**Temporal Dependencies.** Temporal dependencies occur when the current instance \(x^t\) class label is influenced by previous instances \((x^{t-1}, x^{t-2}, \ldots)\) class labels. Temporal dependencies for data streams are different from temporal dependencies in time series (i.e., serial correlation or autocorrelation) analysis as mentioned in Section 2. To
the best of our knowledge only one approach to deal with temporal dependencies for data stream learning has been presented in the literature, i.e., a generic wrapper that incorporates the temporal component in the feature set [Bifet et al. 2013]. We believe that temporal dependencies could be dealt with by ensemble-based methods similarly to how feature and concept evolution are addressed. A general approach would include: (1) Detect that temporal dependencies do exist for the given stream; (2) Create a feature representing the temporal dependence; (3) Train a single feature classifier using this feature. To detect temporal dependencies, one could use an approach similar to those used to detect concept drifts that are based on classifiers accuracy [Bifet and Gavalda 2007], but instead of accuracy use the Kappa-Temporal statistic \( \kappa_{\text{per}} \) as proposed in [Zliobaitė et al. 2015]. A further step on the suggested approach could include some form of weighting to assign more influence on the overall decision to the learner that has access to the temporal dependence feature.

**Partially Labeled Instances.** It is often expensive as well as time consuming to label instances, thus a more realistic data stream classification setting should consider that only a small portion of labeled instances will be available or that it might take a long time before an instance class label becomes available. This setting confronts with the widely adopted scenario in which the class label for instance \( x_t \) is available before instance \( x_{t+1} \) is presented to the learner. This problem has been tackled with different strategies [Qin et al. 2013; Borchani et al. 2011], some of them include a combination of clustering techniques and ensemble classifiers [Masud et al. 2008; Ryu et al. 2012; Sethi et al. 2014; Parker and Khan 2015; Zhi et al. 2015]. In [Ryu et al. 2012] spherical clusters are generated around dense regions of the space, and when a cluster is established a classifier model is generated for it. Each classifier prediction is weighted according to its respective cluster distance to the instance to be predicted, and the overall result is obtained by aggregating all weighted predictions. New instances outside of any existing cluster vicinity become potential seeds for new clusters, which they effectively become if their region becomes dense. In [Masud et al. 2008] instances are grouped into microclusters, which are then used as input to a k-Nearest Neighbor ensemble to predict new instances class labels. The algorithms presented in [Ryu et al. 2012] and [Masud et al. 2008] use clustering methods based on a radius measure, similar to the classic k-means algorithm, therefore they are unable to capture non-spherical clusters and often degrade to a single large cluster. To avoid shortcomings associated with radius based clustering algorithms, in [Sethi et al. 2014] a grid based density clustering method [Chen and Tu 2007] was used on the Structured Ensemble for Partially Labeled Streams (SE-PLS) algorithm. Experiments reported in [Sethi et al. 2014] shows that SE-PLS is capable of obtaining high accuracy, even if only 10% of instances are labeled. Another notable ensemble-based method that deals with partially labeled instances is the SluiceBox AnyMeans (SluiceBoxAM) algorithm [Parker and Khan 2015]. SluiceBoxAM is based on the SluiceBox algorithm [Parker and Khan 2013], which already combined different methods to address existing problems in real world applications of data stream classification, such as multi-domain features, concept drift, novel class detection, feature evolution, and others. Besides using a clustering method (AnyMeans) capable of discovering non-spherical clusters SluiceBoxAM can be used with other ensemble classifiers, for example, in [Parker and Khan 2015] authors report the performance of SluiceBoxAM combined with the leveraging bagging algorithm [Bifet et al. 2010a]. It is reasonable to question why ensemble classifiers are useful on a semi supervised stream setting. According to the works pre-
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In [Zliobaitė et al. 2015] the No-Change classifier is named Persistent classifier, thus it is denoted as \( \text{per} \) in \( \kappa_{\text{per}} \).
viously mentioned [Ryu et al. 2012; Masud et al. 2008; Sethi et al. 2014; Parker and Khan 2015], the reason can be summarized in one word: flexibility. For example, it is easier to associate one classifier per cluster [Sethi et al. 2014; Parker and Khan 2015] and use a weighted combination to obtain predictions, since whenever a cluster is removed its influence on the overall model can be completely removed simply by deleting the learner associated with it.

4.4. Open Source Software
In this section we present existing open source frameworks, libraries and one workflow engine that comprise data stream learning, including ensemble-based algorithms. These frameworks facilitate collaboration among research groups and allow researchers to directly test their ideas without concerning with common problems like algorithm evaluation or parallel implementations.

**Massive Online Analysis (MOA)** [Bifet et al. 2010b]. The MOA framework was developed to provide tools for data stream analysis. MOA provides many data stream learning algorithms, including ensemble classifiers. Besides learning algorithms, MOA also provides: data generators (e.g., Random Tree Generator, SEA, STAGGER); evaluation methods (e.g., periodic holdout, test-then-train, prequential); and statistics (CPU time, RAM-hours, Kappa). MOA can be used through a GUI or on command line, which facilitates running batches of tests. MOA is implemented in Java and shares many characteristics with the WEKA framework [Hall et al. 2009], such as allowing users to extend the framework by inheriting abstract classes. Very often researchers make their source code available as a MOA extension.

**Advanced Data mining And Machine learning System (ADAMS)** [Reutemann and Vanschoren 2012]. ADAMS is a workflow engine designed to prototype and maintain complex knowledge workflows. ADAMS is not a data stream learning tool per se, but it can be combined with MOA, and other frameworks like SAMOA and WEKA, to perform data stream analysis.

**Scalable Advanced Massive Online Analysis (SAMOA)** [De Francisci Morales and Bifet 2015]. SAMOA combines stream mining and distributed computing (i.e., MapReduce), and is described as a framework as well as a library. As a framework, SAMOA allows users to abstract the underlying stream processing execution engine and focus on the learning problem at hand. Currently, it is possible to use Storm (http://storm.apache.org), S4 (http://incubator.apache.org/s4) or Samza (http://samza.incubator.apache.org). SAMOA provides adapted versions of stream learners for distributed processing, including the Vertical Hoeffding Tree algorithm [Kourtellis et al. 2016], bagging and boosting.

**JUBATUS** [Hido et al. 2013]. Jubatus is a framework that uses a loose model sharing architecture for execution of big data stream learning algorithms. Similarly to MapReduce, Jubatus defines three fundamental operations: Update, Mix and Analyze. Update represents the training phase of the learning algorithm. Mix refers to sharing models, instead of data, between servers. Finally, the Analyze operation is used for prediction.

**Vowpal Wabbit (VW)**. VW is an open source machine learning library with an efficient scalable implementation that includes several learning algorithms. VW has
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11http://moa.cms.waikato.ac.nz/moa-extensions/
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been used to learn from a terafeature dataset using 1000 nodes in approximately one hour [Agarwal et al. 2014].

**StreamDM**[^16]. StreamDM is an open source framework for big data stream mining that uses the Spark Streaming [Zaharia et al. 2012] extension of the core Spark API.

**Others.** Some algorithms are available through specific implementations outside existing frameworks. We provide a non-exhaustive list of such implementations:

- Learn++NSE: https://github.com/gditzler/IncrementalLearning
- SAE2 and SFNC (MOA extension): https://sites.google.com/site/moasocialbasedalgorithms/home
- DWM, RCD and Learn++NSE (MOA extension): https://sites.google.com/site/moaeextensions/

5. CONCLUSION

Data stream learning poses several problems as it involves maintaining an up-to-date model induced from data arriving at high speeds using limited resources. Ensemble-based methods are suitable choices to cope with data streams as they often achieve high accuracy, and can be combined with flexible operators to address issues such as concept drifts. This paper presents the main characteristics of ensemble learners; identifies open-source software; and discusses current and expected future trends in ensemble learning for data streams, such as: concept and feature evolution, diversity measurement, big data stream learning, temporal dependencies, and instance labeling.

It is expected that in the near future ensemble learners be thoroughly explored for big data stream learning, especially methods that do not rely on dependent base learners and can deal with high dimensionality (e.g. by employing random subspaces), as these can be easily parallelized and are scalable. Also, there is a trend to move from the traditional classification setting to new methods that deal with challenging real world scenarios, especially semi-supervised (partially labeled) and imbalanced data streams, in which the flexibility of ensemble learners is well appreciated. Finally, new data stream ensemble learners should include some form of mechanism to take into account temporal dependencies, concept evolutions and feature drifts as these have high impact on the overall classification performance.
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A. ONLINE BAGGING PSEUDO CODE

**ALGORITHM 1: Online Bagging**

**input**: \( L \): number of base models; \( H \): base learner; \( S \): data stream; \( x \): feature vector of an unlabeled instance; \( Y \): set of possible class labels.

**local**: \( w \): number of times \( h_l \) is trained on instance; \( l \): component classifier identifier.

**output**: predicted label (majority vote)

**Training**: Initialize all \( L, h_1, h_2, ..., h_L \), base models \( H \);

**while** \( H_{\text{HasNext}}(S) \)**

\[
\text{instance} \leftarrow \text{NextInstance}(S);
\]

\[
\text{for } l \leftarrow 1 \text{ to } L \text{ do}
\]

\[
\text{w} \leftarrow \text{Poisson}(1);
\]

\[
\text{Train}(h_l \text{ with instance using weight w});
\]

end

**Prediction (at anytime during training) through majority vote:**

\[
\text{return } \max_{y \in Y} \sum_{l=1}^{L} I(h_l(x) = y);
\]

B. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL AND DATASETS

All experiments were configured and executed on MOA (Massive Online Analysis) framework [Bifet et al. 2010b]. This Appendix describes how experiments were set for evaluating accuracy and diversity and the synthetic data streams used for the tests.

B.1. Evaluating Accuracy

To evaluate accuracy we apply the Prequential [Gama and Rodrigues 2009] evaluation procedure with a sample frequency of 10% of the data stream length. Therefore, if the total number of instances is one million, then the evaluation will take place every one hundred thousand instances. We use Prequential evaluation since it gives accuracy estimates that approximates those of a holdout evaluation and allows using all instances for testing and training. In [Gama and Rodrigues 2009] the authors demonstrate how prequential results converges to equivalent results obtained by holdout evaluation procedure.
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B.2. Evaluating Diversity
To estimate ensemble diversity at different moments of the stream the system reports $Q_{avg}$ (See equation 1) and $\kappa_{avg}$ (See equation 6) statistic every 1% of the dataset used.

B.3. Datasets

B.3.1. Random Tree Generator. The Random Tree Generator (RTG) [Domingos and Hulten 2000] builds a decision tree through randomly selecting attributes as split nodes and assigning random classes to each leaf. After the tree is built, new instances are obtained through the assignment of uniformly distributed random values to each attribute. The leaf reached after a traversal of the tree, according to the attribute values of an instance, determines its class value. RTG allows customizing the number of nominal and numeric attributes, as well as the number of classes. Originally, RTG does not incorporate a concept drift simulator. Since RTG is built upon a decision tree structure, it is assumed that decision tree based classifiers may obtain better results from it.

B.3.2. AGRAWAL Generator. The AGRAWAL generator [Agrawal et al. 1993] can produce data streams with six nominal and three continuous attributes. There are ten different functions that map instances into two different classes. A perturbation factor is used to add noise to the data. This factor changes the original value of an attribute by adding a deviation value to it, which is defined according to an uniform random distribution.

B.3.3. Forest Covertype. The covertype dataset [Blackard and Dean 1999] represents forest cover type for 30 x 30 meter cells obtained from the US Forest Service Region 2 Resource Information System (RIS) data. Each class corresponds to a different cover type. This data set contains 581,012 instances, 54 attributes (10 numeric and 44 binary) and 7 possible class labels.

C. DIVERSITY MONITORING SAMPLE EXPERIMENTS
As a way to provide further understanding on how efficient different diversity inducing techniques are constructed with respect to diversity maintenance we set up an experiment with one real multiclass dataset (COVT) and two synthetic generators with 1 million instances each, one containing two abrupt drifts (AGR) and the other without any drifts (RTG). To evaluate diversity the system reports $Q_{avg}$ and $\kappa_{avg}$ for every evaluation window, while accuracy is measured using prequential evaluation [Gama and Rodrigues 2009]. For these experiments we choose 3 algorithms that use different methods for inducing diversity: OzaBagging\(^\text{17}\) (vertical split and independent training), OzaBoosting (vertical split and dependent training) and Online Accuracy Updated Ensemble (vertical time-based split and independent training).

The results of the experiments are presented in Figures 7, 8 and 9. In these experiments we observed that OzaBoosting [Oza 2005] is closer to achieving a set of statistically independent classifiers ($Q_{avg} = 0$ or $\kappa_{avg} = 0$) than OzaBagging or OAUE. Also, right after a drift has happened (around instances $3.3 \times 10^5$ and $6.6 \times 10^5$ in Figure 9) the $Q_{avg}$ and $\kappa_{avg}$ value decreases for all algorithms, but more dramatically for OAUE. This behavior is attributable to OAUE update operators, such that after a drift models might be replaced by others that are more adapted to the current concept, which in turn enhances the overall diversity.

Unfortunately, it is impossible to draw strong conclusions (e.g., find strong relationships between diversity and accuracy) from experiments that use the same protocol that we employed in this section [Kuncheva et al. 2003]. Although, individuals using

\(^\text{17}\)OzaBagging is often referred as Online Bagging
(or developing) ensemble-based algorithms for data streams may find it useful to use this experimental protocol to observe how diversity measures change as a result of a drift, or to verify if the diversity inducing strategy is working as expected.
Fig. 9. $Q_{avg}$, $\kappa_{avg}$ and Prequential Accuracy for OAUE, OzaBag and OzaBoost on the dataset AGR (2 Abrupt Drifts: dashed vertical lines)